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Visiting Puerto Rico after Hurricane Maria
by Cindy Flores and A’nya Booker
Why are you going to Puerto Rico?
She is going to help her people, deliver supplies for her family, friends, and colleagues that lost their
things in hurricane Maria, and to continue working in the island to help. She will stay for seven days to
help.
Do you think United States has helped Puerto Rico as much as it can?
No. She says Puerto Rico is a colony and a territory of the US but they aren't treated like first class
citizens. Instead, they are treated like third class citizens. Puerto Ricans don't get treated the same as
citizens who were born in the US .
Movies coming out on week
How would you like to see Nicholas Orem help Puerto Rico?
October 9, 2017-October 14,2017
Support the teachers because our hearts are broken from the devastation. We need support and love.
by Leydys Benitez
She would like to start a donation box to give supplies to Puerto Rican family.

Breaking Soccer News:
by Christopher Barillas
World cup big prize money is getting even bigger
just as US men are fighting to hang on
●
The U.S. men’s soccer team is set to play
two crucial matches
●
FIFA boosted the prize money to $400
million for the 2018 Russia World Cup
●
One of the streaks in soccer history is on
the line
Iceland just became the smallest country ever to
qualify for the World Cup (World Cup 2018 in
Russia)
Well that's it for the soccer news. We hope we get
to hear more news. I’m Christopher Barillas and
this is NOREM soccer news.
**Check out the video below of Iceland**

Student Artist of the Week

Teacher Spotlight
by Brandon Monroy
One interesting fact about
Mr. Edgardo Malave is that he has
three Master Degrees. Mr. Malave
loves his family and he loves to cook.
He likes to read and go to the movie
theater but the most thing he loves is
to pass time with his children. He
teaches Spanish and in high school
he had 4.0 every year until he
finished. He was also in AVID.
TGIF Staff Team: Mr. Counts, Ms. Martinez, Ms. Gilchrist

6 below -Former professional hockey
player Eric LeMarque finds himself
stranded on a mountain during a
fierce snowstorm. Coming to terms
with his personal demons, he soon
rediscovers the power of faith while
fighting for survival. Coming out
October 12th
Marshall - Young Thurgood Marshall
faces one of his greatest challenges
while working as a lawyer for the
NAACP. Marshall travels to
conservative Connecticut when
wealthy socialite Eleanor Strubing
accuses black chauffeur Joseph Spell
of sexual assault and attempted
murder. He soon teams up with Sam
Friedman, a local Jewish lawyer
who's never handled a criminal case.
Together, the two men build a
defense while contending with racist
and anti-Semitic views from those
who deem Spell to be guilty. Coming
out October 13,17

